MEDAILON/MEDALLION
The photograph I can imagine that a lot of people have 'a most favourite photograph' of their spouse, or another person that is dear to them. A photograph that shows it all, a photograph in which the essence of that particular person is captured in a distilled way. For me it is the 1961 photograph of Peter as a young boy, working on his scrapbook. He just had turned fourteen years old and he was spending the summer holidays with his parents and his younger brother in Spain. It is the dedication, focus and curiosity of that young boy that I find so typical for him. It is as if his whole being was already formed in 1961. I am convinced that without this dedication and focus he never could have made this profound contribution to museology.
It is not too much of a bold statement to write that Peter van Mensch dedicated his life to the theory, practice and ethics of museums and museology. He is Mister Museology! Since Peter and I are a 'museological couple' it is difficult to distinguish between our private and professional lifes, but I know that also before 'my time', Peter's dedication to museology was that of a zealot. Peter van Mensch is something of an museologist's museologist. He is maybe not known by a larger public, but that lies also in the nature of our discipline. If you would put all the important museologists worldwide in one airplane and that airplane would crash, then there would be hardly a museologist around. Not for nothing our discipline is being described by Friedrich Waidacher as an "Orchideenwissenschaft".
2 You need to be in a sort of inner museological circle to know him. But I don' t think there are many other never officially published PhD's that have been translated in so many foreign languages. Some of them made accessible online, all of them made by devoted fellow museologists with a small budget. The respect and admiration for Peter his visions are very visible in these translation projects and I know it fills him with gratitude.
Nesia Pope writes about "idiosyncratic foresightedness" as one of the mayor trait of an artist's artist. As I wrote earlier, Peter has always been interested in the new. He has been forecasting and reflecting trends in museology long before our two little books were published.
4 Not for nothing it was he who incorporated futurology in the Reinwardt Academy curriculum. As well as the scanning for trends as part of a set of indispensable professional competences that every Reinwardt Academy alumni needs to process. Good examples for his foresightedness are his thoughts about the synergies between museums and management, long before the tern cultural entrepreneurship became en vogue. Amsterdam. Having a background in archaeozoology and not in humanities and moreover working at an applied university like the Reinwardt Academy made him to exotic. By not getting accepted by the academic establishment in the Netherlands at that time he decided to use his ICOM network and seek his academic fulfilment outside the national borders. He could have chosen to enrol into the museum studies program at Leicester and obtain a PhD in England. But his ICOFOM network and his interest in the Central European museological discourse -which was at that time also the dominating discourse within ICOFOM -made his choice for Zagreb a more logical one. Not only Zagreb, also Brno was a museological center in Central Europe and for many years Peter was a lecturer who played a decisive role in the International Summer School of Museology in Brno. Many of the students of the International Summer School became mayor players in museology, or in the museum world at large. These students, as well as of course the students of the International Master of Museology at the Reinwardt Academy were influenced by his thinking and they became multiplicators of his approaches in their countries of origin. A few years ago I visited Brno to study the archives of the International School of Museology and it is fascinating that most of the students back then are now either influential museological thinkers or successful people in the museum field, a lot of the directors. Good examples are the Belgium François Mairesse, now professor for museology at the Sorbonne, or Tanja Rozenbergar, a young museum professional from Slovenia, attending the Brno International School of Museology at the beginning of the nineties. Tanja Rozenbergar has now a PhD is museology and is the director of the Slovene Ethnographic Museum in Ljubljana.
The Peter van Mensch approach
The before mentioned constant scanning of trends in our field and beyond can definitely be considered a Peter van Mensch approach. Another approach is his usage of models. To be honest, when I first got to know the works of Peter, the models slightly intimidated me. Being a historian myself, academically shaped in Germany, my path towards museology went primarily via remembrance culture and material culture studies. Becoming the successor of Peter van Mensch in 2006 as a lecturer in Museum Theory and Professional Ethics at the Reinwardt Academy in Amsterdam I wanted not only to get to know the Peter van Mensch theoretical system approach, I also wanted to achieve a dialogue with these models, adopt them, make them my own.
After we became the 'museological couple' we have been developing museological models together and now I can wholeheartedly say that I can' t image that there ever was a time that I did not think in models. I personally think it was this specific archaeozoological background that made him think in models in the first place. To be honest, some of them are real aesthetic beauties. My favourite model is the 'input-output model' 2 0 17 / 0 6 / 01
Model 1: A museum conceptualised as complex system of input-output systems (2004) . This model visualises a system approach to the museum phenomenon. The museum is seen as a system of connected subsystems. Three subsystems are distinguished: preservation, research and communication. Each subsystem can be divided into smaller subsystems and all of them are interconnected with the museum as a whole, because the output of one subsystem serves as the input of another, or in theory all others. On paper it sounds complicated, put in a model it looks almost 'arty'.
Turning seventy
On June 7th 2017 Peter van Mensch turns seventy. A beautiful reason to honor, to celebrate and to express wishes. First of all I hope that Peter will be among us for at least another thirty years. Moreover I hope he will enjoy his days, reading the newspapers in a Berliner café in the morning, visiting museums in the afternoon and drinking a good glas of red wine in the evening. I hope, no I am confidedent that he will stay a source of inspiration for us all and the field at large. Although I hope he will he will spend more time with his children and grandchildren and that he will be working much more in our garden or just do nothing, I hope that he finally finds the time and the concentration to start writing all this voluminous works. There is still so much in his heart, soul and intellect that needs to be said and written down. If there is somebody who rocks and who can turn our orchid science into something else, it is Peter van Mensch. I am honored to be his wife, mazzeltov my dear!
